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ABSTRACT

In doing the project, the National Water Sports Center (NWSC) infonnation has
been gathered to be used as the basis for conduction of several analysis. Some important
information analysis including situational analysis, 5 Forces and SWOT analysis has
been conducted carefully. Marketing plans are developed based on those factors, so
does web concept and web development.
During the project development, we encountered several difficulties and we
learnt from these mistakes.
Finally, we completed all the analysis and achieved the following:
(1)

Project Report including all analysis, marketing plan and web concept,
This is to be used as a guideline for running water sports online

(2)

Prototype of the www.sailing.org.th to demonstrate how the web
functions and what are their main features.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Project

Sailing has been in Thailand for more than 50 years but it is not well-known or
popular sport among Thai people. In reality there are many suitable places for water
sports but it is still under developed. Sailing has been boosting for foreigners not for
Thai people, because they cannot afford to participate. Hundreds of them come to join
sailing in Thailand nowadays. Although sailing is popular all over the world today, in
Thailand is the internationally considered as a great place. And there is no proper place
distributing all information about sailing yet in Thailand. Although most of the Thai
people like sailing, there are some difficulties such as knowing where is the location of
sailing sport, the schedule of sailing event. Selling or buying sailing equipment and
having training is done locally, but there is no such a Website serving via electronically.
Therefore is to be presented to all Thai people as a Website of sailing training, sailing
equipment and sailing information in Thailand.
The development of the National Water Sports Center depends on several
factors of water sports. In case of Thai sportmen's problems, they lack well-practised
tutors, the appropriate national sport policy, budget and other facilities. Some sportmen
are not supported by their bosses; therefore, they cannot succeed in their sport ability.
From these reasons, we can predict the current circumstance o f Thai water sports. It
turns down ifit is compared with water sports in other countries.
In the solution way, physical science of water sports should be in the role of
adaptation. It has an influence on well-practised plan as well as the best quality of judge.
Moreover, it should have a water sport research for collecting information.
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1.2

Objective of the Project
The objective is to create the National Water Sports Center;

1.2.1

To be the website as a sailing information center.

1.2.2

To promote the water sports especially sailing in Thailand.

1.2.3

To be a society for people who love sailing.

1.3

Scope of the Project

1.3.1

To apply the knowledge learnt in the Master of Science m Internet and
E-commerce technology to the project.

1.3.2

Visitors can access Website and looking for sailing information as their desire.
It is providing the information about sailing's background sailing activity and

location.
1.3.3

The report will include the National Water Sports Center Website prototype
which shows how it is going to be look like.

1.3.4

Manage the create security measures to increase reliability sailing information
will emphasize in these matter news and information.

1.3 .5

The project covers the scope of architecture design services.

1.3.6

Analyze (SWOT) the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Treats as well as
the benefits from designing a Website.

1.4

Deliverables
Deliverables for this project will be as follows:

1.4.1

The final report.

1.4.2

Prototype website.

1.4.3

Power point presentation.
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II.

2.1

THE EXISTING SYSTEM

The Great King and the Sailing Sport
His Majesty's love of sailing has long been widely acknowledged. And a gold

medal in the 1987 South East Asian Peninsula Games attests to his skill. Though his
duties have kept him from regular participation in the sport, the image of Thailand's
"sailing monarch"remains strong in the hearts of those who have been lucky enough to
have had the opportunity to sail with him.

Figure 2.1.

Sailing Monarch.
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Much of His Majesty's sailing has taken place off the beach of klai Kangwol
Palace in Hua Hin, Thailand's earliest beach resort frequented in the past by royalty and
aristocrats. This royal palace is also the base for His Majesty's Royal Chitralada Yacht
Squadron. After a day of competitive sailing, in a pleasantly informal atmosphere, the
shoeless monarch would mingle with fellow sailors, both local and expatriate, and, over
glasses of cool drinks served on silver trays, the banter would pass back and forth is on
how each participant had fared that day.

Figure 2.2.

Designing and Building Boat.

His Majesty particularly accomplished in a single-handed dinghy, and in 1966
made the first solo crossing of the Gulf fo Thailand, sailing from Hua Hin to Sattahip in
an OK dinghy, named Vega, which he himself built. The tortuous crossing took some
16 hours, and even nowadays would be considered a real test of mettle and sailing skills.
To commemorate that historic crossing, His Majesty donated the Vega rudder to the
YRAT. (Yacht Racing Association o fThailand) asap erpetual trophy for the annual
Vega Rudder Race. One occasion, however, he would be paiinered by another sailing
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royal, Prince Bhisadej Rajjanee, such as during the friendly race against His Royal
Highness Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, who teamed up with Prince Bhisadej 's wife.
Although the race results were not o f great consequence, we know that the Duke o f
Edinburgh was suitably impressed by the experience, and upon his return to the United
Kingdom, sent back a catamaran as a gift to his Royal host, The catamaran was aptly
christened pladuek- a double play on words (pla duek meaning catfish as in catamaran,
and duek as in duke).
Unlike most sailing enthusiasts, however, His Majesty was not content merely to
prove himself on the water of finding that ultimate challenge in manoeuvring his boat to
the front of the park. To His Majesty, the challenge of designing and bulding his own
boat, one that would sail faster than any other, was equally appealing.

Figure 2.3.

Build a Sailing Dinghy.

It was, in fact, this challenge that drew him to sailing in the first place. One very

calm day in Hua Hin in 1963, while our active monarch was rowing in front of Klai
Kangwol Palace, he happened to pass Prince Bhisadej, who was struggling to get some
5

movement in his saiboat. That planted a seed of determination in his mind to build a
sailing dinghy that was much faster than the one he had seen.
That seed germinated and upon his return to Bangkok. The King set aside a back
room at Chitralada Villa, his royal residence, where, after a long day of public functions
and official duties, he would join up with Prince Bhisadej. Together, not unlike a couple
of schoolboys working on a pet project, they would saw, plane, sand and hammer away
at their creation, Here emerged a monarch who, during his school days in Switzerland,
had enjoyed carpentry, and who had studied engineering in his early college days.
What eventually resulted from this exercise was the Rajpatan- literally meaning
"Royal patent"- an international Enterprise dinghy number El 1111. Eager to test his
creation, the King made a test run along the moat surrounding the palace. It was
possibly at that point that his interest in sailing as a sport took root, and soon, with
training provided by Prince Bhisadej, he became one of the region's best dinghy sailors.
His interest was also shared by his eldest dauther. Princess Ubol Ratana who, together
with her Royal Father, shared the first place stand at the National Stadium and received a
gold medal from Her Majesty the Queen in the Fourth South East Asian Penisula Games.
His success with the Rajpatan encouraged him to continue experimenting with
further boat designs. In 1966, work began on a one-handed dinghy based on the
international "Moth" class. The final result was a "Super Mod V", a tiny 3 m. boat
designed for the relatively small Thai physique. That was to become an official class in
the Asian Games for many years after.
Though His Majesty set that trend for sailing in Thailand several decades ago,
the enthusiasm among local sailors has only begun to take off fully in recent years. The
introduction of marina projects and an increase in the number of sailing clubs have both
helped to promote this environmentally friendly sport to a new generation and to a
6
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wider public, and among the oldies, His Majesty will be persuaded to take a well-earned
break from his official duties, don his Royal Chitralada Yacht Squadron cap, and take to
Thailand's azure seas for another "tack" at sailing.

2.2

Background of the National Water Sports Center
Royal Thai Navy is the land owner of seven acres at Dong Tan Bay, Sattahip

Chonburi. In the 13th SEA games, this restricted land was responsed by Samudara Kila
Yachting Committees for setting the sailing competitions Center.

Figure 2.4.

National Water Sports Center.

After that Sports Authority of Thailand. (SAT) gave a budget for the Royal Thai
Navy in order to build buildings and other facilities. In 1998, the National Water Sports
Center gave well-organized management with Sports Authority of Thailand. Their main
objectives focus on increasing advantages of National Water Sports Center for Thai people.
There are three buildings and other facilities:
(1)

Dormitory

1 building

(4 floors)

(2)

Club building

1 building

(2 floors)
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(3)

Warehouse

(4)

A big warehouse (Sailing boats and other instruments are collected.)

(5)

Ramp for launching boats

(1 floor)

1 building

•• zt

\

Figure 2.5.

Cd .

NWSC Main Building.

Figure 2.6.
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Boat Storage.

Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.8.

Ramp for Launching Boats.

Accommodation and Seminar Rooms.
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King Phumipol (Rama VIIII King) gave the name of these buildings as "1,;rwufflJY11nvn"
in Thai and "Samudara Kila Yachting Center" in English. The appropriate name is
referred to the final aims and objectives of the National Water Sports Center.
In the future plan, to develop Thai water sports in the high quality as all over the
world. After the 13th SEA games, Sports Authority of Thailand has co-ordinated with
Royal Thai Navy. According to preserving the group of these building, dormitory is
available for sportmen, related staffs and commitees of water sports activities. They can
stay there temporarily without any fee. In the office part for the Yacht Racing
Association of Thailand can be operated at the second - the fifth building.

2.3

About the National Water Sports Center

2.3.1

What is the National Water Sports Center?
The National Water Sports Center (NWSC) is the National Water Sports Center,

authority for the Sports Authority of Thailand (SAT). Founded as the Yacht Racing
Association of Thailand (YRAT) in 1988. The NWSC membership consists of
individuals, associations, clubs and mariners.
The NWSC is affiliated to the Yacht Racing Association of Thailand. (YRAT),
the Asian Yachting Federation. (AYF), and the Thailand National Olympic Committee.
(NOC.Thailand).
2.3.2

What are the Main Aims and Objectives of the NWSC?
To promote sailing as sport, recreation and to advance the interests of the sailing

community.
2.3.3

What Does the NWSC?
It represents the interests of Thailand sailors to the ISAF, the AYF, the NOC.,

the Government's Committee on Boating and Yachting, the Sports Authority of Thailand,
10
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the Urban and Regional Councils and other Government departments, the Committee
for Strategic Planning for Thailand waters, other Thailand national sports associations
and the National Yachting Associations of other countries.
It is your spokesman on such topics as the provision of marinas, new sailing and

mooring areas, new navigational aids, water safety and control, mariculture, taxation
and licencing, radio equipment and many other matters which directly affect all those
who spend their leisure time on the water. It certifies clubs and associations as qualified
to teach sailing and seamanship, and certifies sailors at various levels of competence.

Figure 2.9.

Racing at Sattahip Bay.
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It ensures that the National Water Sports Center is run fairly in accordance with

international rules. It publishes the international Racing Rules of Sailing, including the
Thailand prescriptions, which are invariably referred to in all regatta sailing instructions.
It decides on Appeals against Protest Committee decisions or questions on the Racing

Rules.
It provides properly trained and qualified officials by organising training courses

as required for instructors and coaches, race officers, judges and umpires.
It determines the eligibility of, and selects, sailors to represent Thailand at

international events such as the Olympics, Asian Games, Sea Games, Cup, Series, and
Nations Championship.
It liaises with the Thailand Sports Development Board on the funding allocated

to assist Thailand sailors to travel overseas for international competition.

Figure 2.10.

2004 Navy Day's Games.
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2.3.4

How does the NWSC Function?
The NWSC is controlled by a Council elected from individual members, major

yacht clubs and Yacht Racing Associations of Thailand. It is not run by or for any
particular section of the boating community. At present it is supported by over 15 clubs
and associations and over 150 individual members, totalling over 1,000 who recognise
the need for a body of people to look after their interests sailing in Thailand.
Although the N WSC maintains a small S ecretariat with salaried staff it relies
heavily on volunteers and depends for finance on subscriptions, donations and advertising.
2.3 .5

Facility
Building for new mordem office, meeting Room, acommodation, store room,

restaurant, rescue boats and boat storage.
2.3.6

Sail Boat
We provide many classes of sail boats in a good condition for different age of

people they need to sail. Such as:

2.3.7

(a)

WindsurfIMCO, Formular, and Funboard

(b)

Dinghy single- hand. Optimist, Laser, OK, and Super Mod

(c)

Dinghy double- hand. 420, 470, Fireball, and Enterprise

(d)

Catamaran, Hobies, Nacra, and Prindle

(e)

Keel boat, Platu, and Far max

Gear Shop
The NWSC provide the sailing gear shop for sailors or customer who interest to

buy and sell brand new or used sailing gear with the resonable price and fastest way to
order in Thailand.
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2.3.8

Repair
The NWSC provide to boat garage for repair the boat.

2.3.9

Personnel
The NWSC has the board committee, staff, coach and boat boys. All of them

have a good response and experience.

Figure 2.11.

NWSC Staff.

2.3.10 Who can Join the NWSC?
Individuals may join as Full Members, Junior Members (if under 19) or Life Members.
Any club, organisation, association, society, company, committee or similar institution
having objects or interests similar to the objects of the NWSC may join as a Club or
Association, the category to be determined by the Council. Mariners are considered as
Member Clubs.
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Figure 2.12.

Phuket's King Club Regatta 2003.

2.3.11 How much is the Membership Subscription?
The annual subscription is $20 for Junior Members and $50 for Full Members.
The cost of Life Membership is $100 if over 50 and $150 if under.
A Member C lub pays a subscription based on a fixed percentage o fits gross
annual membership subscription income (excluding joining fees).
A Member Association pays an annual subscription of $100 provided it is a
non-commercial organisation. If it is a commercial organisation it will be charged $100
per annum or 1% of turnover, whichever is the I ower, with an absolute minimum of
$100 per annum.
A Mariners pays a rate calculated as a uniform fixed percentage of its gross
annual berth fee income.
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Figure 2.13.

NWSC President and Committee.

2.3.12 NWSC Council Committee
Mr. Krirkpong Pongtridhram

President

Lt. Chairat Peeranarong,

Secretary

Ms. Wipawee Suprommaiakr

Hon. Treasurer

Ms. Nattasin Teerawattanaprapa

Member

Mr. Supalop Phanguilas

Member

Ms. Wipa Thaweewararuk

Member

Mr. Prinya Janchaingam

Member
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III.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Increasing number of people use Internet and the advantage of accessing online
24 hours a day, Internet will be a new resource to find the infmmation needed or
required as a new marketplace to conduct businesses. It is also a medium to access all
business partners including Business-to-Consumer (B2C), Business-to-Business (B2B),
or even Business-to-Government (B2G). Many businesses will be established to sell
their products or services and expect to get huge payback in short period of time.
Thaisailing.com, plans for being a center of information to serve our customers
by analyzing some existing system's I imitation to find new opportunity in extending
volumes of business in the web channel using advanced Information Technology to
make competitive advantages over the competitors. We develop this website to be an
advertisement for the National Water Sports Center, the customers. Then, the customers
are able to follow their goods/products or service all the time that it leads us to be easily
recognized by them.
In the details of this topic, it will describe about the system design, requirement
of system's specification, the system's security and control to protect the website from
unauthorized people and finally analysis in costs and benefits to find break-even point
of the business operation on web channel system.
3.1

Benefits the Internet Offers to Organizations

The Internet, intranets, and extranets are becoming the principal platforms for
electronic commerce, electronic business, electronic service and the digital firm because
this technology provides so many benefits. The Internet's global connectivity, ease of
use, low cost, and multimedia capabilities can be used to create interactive applications,
and provide services and products. By using Internet technology, organizations can
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reduce communication, transaction and transportation costs, enhance coordination and
collaboration, and accelerate the distribution of knowledge.
Many organizations use the Net to reduce communication costs when they
coordinate organizational activities and communicate with employees. Researchers and
knowledge workers are finding the Internet a quick, low-cost way to gather and disperse
knowledge. The global connectivity and low cost of the Internet help organizations
lower transaction and agency costs, allowing them to link directly to suppliers,
customers, and business partners and to coordinate activities on a global scale with
limited resources. The web provides interactive multimedia capabilities that can be used
to create new products and services and closer relationships with customers.
Communication can be customized to specific audiences.
3.2

E-Commerce
Electronic Commerce seems to be everywhere these days. It is nearly impossible

to open a newspaper or magazine without coming across an article about how Electronic
Commerce is going to change all our lives. Businesses of all sizes are bombarded with
adverts that seem to imply that any company not investing in E-Commerce will be left
behind.
E-Commerce, or Electronic Commerce, i s an emerging concept that describes
the process of buying, selling, or exchanging products, services, and information via
computer networks, including the Internet. It is a general term for any type of business,
or commercial transaction, which involves the transfer of information across the
Internet. This covers a range of different types of businesses, from consumer-based
retail sites like Amazon.com, through auction and music sites like eBay or
thaiwatersports.com, to business exchanges trading goods or services between
corporations. Electronic Commerce has expanded rapidly over the past several years
18

and this growth is forecast to continue or even accelerate. It is likely that in the future,
boundaries

between "conventional" and "electronic" commerce will

become

increasingly blur as more and more businesses move parts of their operation onto the
Internet.

3.3

Categories of Electronic Commerce
There are alternative ways in which electronic commerce transaction can be

classified. One is by looking at the nature of the participants in the electronic commerce
transaction. The three major electronic commerce categories are business-to-consumer
E-commerce(B2C),

business-to-business

E-commerce(B2B),

and

consumer-to-

consumer E-commerce (C2C).
Business-to-consumer (B2C) electronic commerce: Electronic retailing of
products and services directly to individual consumers. These transactions include retail
transactions with individual shoppers. In B2C transactions, online transactions are made
between businesses and individual consumers.
Business-to-business (B2B) electronic commerce stands for Business to
Business and refers to Electronic Commerce between businesses rather than between a
business and a consumer such as, when businesses purchase parts, fuel, or services
online. Businesses can often deal with hundreds or thousands of other businesses, either
as customers or suppliers. Carrying out these transactions electronically gives obvious
advantages over traditional methods. It is faster, cheaper and more convenient.
Consumer-to-consumer (C2C) electronic commerce involves consumers selling
goods or services electronically directly to other consumers. For example, each
company, allows people to broadcast their products on the web and sell to other
consumers by auctioning them off to the highest bidder.
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There are many other types of E-Commerce transaction and especially mentioned
here is C2B (Consumer to Business). This category includes individuals who use the
Internet to sell products or services to organizations, as well as individuals who seek
sellers, interact with them, and conclude transactions o nline. Thew eb of this p reject
also has this function. A real estate company that wants to get more property
information from individuals, these people can sell their property directly to the
company

3.4

Benefits of E-Commerce

3.4.1

Benefits to Organizations
(a)

Electronic commerce expands the marketplace to national and
international markets. With minimal capital outlay, a company can easily
and quickly locate more customers, the best suppliers, and the most
suitable business partners worldwide.

(b)

Electronic commerce decreases the cost of creating, processmg,
distributing, storing, and retrieving paper-based information.

(c)

Supply chain inefficiencies, such as excessive inventories and delivery
delays, can be minimized with E-Commerce.

(d)

E-Commerce allows for many innovative business models that provide
strategic advantages and/or increase profits. Group purchasing combined
with reverse auction is one example of such an innovative business model.

(e)

E-Commerce allows for a high degree of specialization that is not
economically feasible in the physical world.

(f)

E-Commerce reduces the time between the outlay of capital and the
receipt of products and services.

(g)

E-Commerce supports business processes reengineering (BPR) efforts.
20

(h)

E-Commerce lowers telecommunication cost, because the Internet 1s
much cheaper than value added networks (VANs).

3.4.2

Benefits to Consumers
(a)

Enables consumers to shop or do other transactions 24 hours a day, all
year round from almost any location.

(b)

Provides consumers with more choices.

(c)

Provides consumers with less expensive products and services by allowing
them to shop in many places and conduct quick comparisons.

(d)

Allows quick delivery of products and services (in some cases) especially
with digitized products.

(e)

Consumers can receive relevant and detailed information in seconds,
rather than in days or weeks.

(f)

Makes it possible to participate in virtual auctions.

(g)

Allows consumers to interact with other consumers in electronic communities
and exchange ideas as well as compare experiences.

(h)
3.4.3

Facilitates competition, which results in substantial discounts.

Benefits to Society
(a)

Enables more individuals to work at home, and do less traveling for
shopping, resulting in less traffic on the roads, and lower air pollution.

(b)

Allows some merchandise to be sold at lower prices benefiting less
affluent people.

(c)

Enables people m Third World countries and rural areas to enjoy
products and services which otherwise are not available to them.

(d)

Facilitates delivery of public services at a reduced cost, increases effectiveness,
and/or improves quality.
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St.

3.5

Limitation of E-Commerce

3.5.1

Technical Limitations of Electronic Commerce
(a)

Lack of sufficient system's security, reliability, standards, and communication
protocols.

(b)

Insufficient telecommunication bandwidth.

(c)

The software development tools are still evolving and changing rapidly.

(d)

Difficulties in integrating the Internet and electronic commerce software
with some existing applications and databases.

(e)

The need for special Web servers and other infrastructures, in addition to
the network servers (additional cost).

(f)

Possible problems of interoperability, meaning that some EC software
does not fit with some hardware, or is incompatible with some operating
systems or other components.

3.5.2

Non-Technical Limitations
(a)

Cost and Justification:
The cost of developing an EC in house can be very high, and mistakes
due to lack of experience may result in delays. There are many
opportunities for outsourcing, but where and how to do it is not a simple
issue. In order to justify the system, one needs to deal with some
intangible benefits which are difficult to quantify.

(b)

Security and Privacy:
These issues are especially important in the B2C area, but security
concerns are not so serious from a technical standpoint. Privacy
measures are constantly improving too. The EC industry has a very long
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and difficult task of convincing customers that online transactions and
privacy are, in fact, very secure.
(c)

Lack of Trust and User Resistance:
Customers do not trust unknown faceless sellers, paperless transactions,
and electronic money. So, switching from a physical to a virtual store
may be difficult.

3.6

E-Commerce and Web
The World Wide Web is the heart of the explosion in the business use of the

Net. The Internet provides a universally available set of technologies for electronic
commerce that can be used to create new channels for marketing, sales, and customer
support and to eliminate intermediaries in buying and selling transactions. Companies
can use the web to provide ongoing information, service, and support, creating positive
interactions with customers that can serve as the foundation for long-term relationships
and encourage repeat purchase.
Manufacturers can sell their products and services directly to retail customers,
by passing intermediaries such as distributors or retail outlets. Eliminating
intermediaries in the distribution channel can significantly reduce purchase transaction
costs. By selling directly to consumers or reducing the number of intennediaries,
companies can achieve higher profits while charging lower prices. The elimination of
organizations or business process layers responsible for customer steps in a value chain
is called customer satisfaction.
Interactive capabilities on the Web can be used to build closer relationships with
customers in marketing and customer support. Marketers can use the interactive features
of web pages to hold consumers' attention or to capture detailed information about their
tastes and interests for one to one marketing. Web sites have become a bountiful source
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of detailed information about customer behavior, preferences, needs, and buying
patterns that companies can use to tailor promotions, products, services, and pricing.
Firms can use various web personalization technologies to deliver web pages
with content geared to the specific interests of each user, including technologies to
deliver

personalized

information

and

ads

through

m-commerce

channels.

Personalization can also help firms form lasting relationships with customers by
providing individualized content, information, and services.
Companies can also reduce costs and improve customer service by using Web
sites to provide helpful information as well as e-mail and even telephone access to
customer service representatives. The web provides a medium through which customers
can interact with the company, at their convenience, and find information on their own
that previously required a human customer support expert. Automated self-service or
other web-based responses to customer questions cost one-tenth the price of a live
customer service representative on the telephone.
B2B e-commerce generates efficiencies by enabling companies to electronically
locate suppliers, solicit bids, place orders, and track shipments in transit. Businesses can
use their own web sites to conduct B2B e-commerce or use online marketplaces.
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IV.

ANALYSIS

4.1

Market Analysis

4.1.1

Threat of Entrants; Determine the possibility of a new firm entering into sailing

sport where they are competing on varieties and pricing strategies, either by offering
variety of sailing information available at a competitive price. In the beginning of the
Internet and the World Wide Web, many are able to build own websites and start a
business providing information, booking and related subjects.
4.1.2

Power of Buyers; Determine the capability of buyers maintaining certain levels

of value to the firm revenue. There are a number of factors to this delicate issue, for
instant, lower in switching cost of more alternative choices, resulting in high bargaining
power within sailing Center. Buyer wants more value added in addition to service value,
in terms of customer service, order process, ease-of-use, time-saving, cost saving and
benefits.
4.1.3

Threat of Substitutes; Determine the degree to which services of products in

given categories, limit on buying selection of sailing package. The possibility of
substitutes is likely to occur that can meet up with buyer's want. To some extent for the
National Water Sports Center, it is very important for us to keep our clients pleased
with our service from the beginning to the end of the deal.
Furthermore, Sailing Center has been one of the government's spot light in their
campaign to promote water sports in Thailand. Therefore, all sailing club have been
encouraged to promote their club through many channels including through the Internet
website as one of strategies for a media to interact with the users around the world.

4.2

SWOT Analysis

SWOT analysis can be determined both internal and external analysis as follows;
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4.2.1

Strength
(a)

NWSC detern1ines to establish as e-service for the needs of the world's
growing community of sailors.

(b)

NWSC provides an alternative channel to disclose experience, services
and information specifically sailing in Thailand.

(c)

NWSC is an official the water sports sailing website, support by the
government.

(d)

NWSC offers an on-line sailing information that covers on a full service
and information.

(e)

Clients can customize their sailing to fit their desires using the website.

(f)

Clients can access the NWSC Website at anywhere, anytime, 24 hours a
day 7 days a week.

(g)

NWSC Website can help the clients save cost, time and travelling,
it is convenient to clients.

4.2.2

4.2.3

Weakness
(a)

The name ofNWSC recognition is still relatively unknown.

(b)

The sailing sport not popular in Thailand.

(c)

Sailing sport more costly if compare with other sports.

(d)

Lack of sailing technician staff.

Opportunity
(a)

Sailing in Thailand is rising rapidly due to the government promoting
water sports.

(b)

Internet technology is rapidly growing and becoming parts of our lives.
The NWSC will have an opportunity to access to broader markets in both
local and international markets.
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4.2.4

(c)

Increase revenue using Website as alternative tools in sales and marketing.

(d)

Low cost requires Internet Technology.

(e)

Internet has worldwide coverage with increasing usage.

Threat
(a)

The lack of trust from clients.

(b)

There are high competitions in on-line sailing.

(c)

Insufficient telecommunication facilition and Infrastructure in Thailand.

4.3

Markiting Strategies Contains 4 Ps

4.3.1

Product
(a)

Actual product; Functions and services provided in the website to make
sailing information online advertisement.

(b)

Core product; Cost effectiveness and efficiency in sailing infonnation.

(c)

Augmented products; Reliable sailing activity, facility and sailing boat
by our well trained staff.

4.3.2

Price
Cost of the web system, includes manpower cost, hardware cost, programmer,

software till maintenance cost.

Table 4.1.

Cost of Manpower of the System.

Description

Quantity

Annual Cost

Total (baht)

Web Master

1

12000

12000

Web Developer

1

10000

10000

Total

2

-

23000
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Table 4.2.

Cost of Hardware and Software.

Hardware/Software

Quantity

Price/Unit

Total (baht)

Web Server

1

20000

20000

Workstation

2

25000

50000

Laser Printer

1

5000

5000

Modern 56 kbps

1

10000

10000

UPS

1

10000

10000

MS SQL Server 7.0

1

20000

20000

Web Application system

1

10000

10000

Total

-

-

125000

Income of NWSC will be generated from the website, we expect at least 50
visitors per month with the expectation of minimum 1000 Baht in each membership.
We positively thought that by this criteria we will have the return on investment.

Total cost= Manpower +Hardware and Software
23000+125000
1480000
Expect ROI on investment within 1 year or 12 months so we need to generate
income about 50000 Baht per moth. We expect 50 membership per month.
4.3.3

Place;
The National Water Sports Center established at the Sattahip, Chonburi, about

165 krns. from Bangkok, (2 hours drive) or 30 krns. from Pattaya.
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4.3.4

Promotion;
The following guides will help you manage a successful website promotion

campaign.

4.4

Cost and Benefit Analysis
From the Cost Analysis, these is an estimated expenditure we will invest for the

website including hardware, software licenses, network system, some equipment and
other expenses during the process of web design development and implementation.

Table 4.3.

Web System Cost Analysis, Baht.

Description
Fixed Costs
Hardware Cost:
Server Computer
Console Computer
Network System
Other Equipments
Total Hardware Cost
Maintenance Cost:
Maintenance Cost
Total Maintenance Cost

Estimated Years
2
3

1

10,000.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
2,000.00
20,000.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4,000.00
8,000.00
2,000.00
8,000.00
3,000.00
25,000.00

Implementation Cost:
Training Cost
Total Implementation Cost

10,000.00
10,000.00

-

55,000.00
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5

-

Software Cost:
Windows 2000 Server
5 CAL License
Ms.Office 2000 Pro
Macromedia Studio MX
Adobe Photoshop 7.0
Total Software Cost

Total Fixed Cost

-

4

-

10,000.00 10,000.00
10,000.00 10,000.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10,000.00 10,000.00

With above table shown, we will not display all costs because some of them have
already bundled package software within hardware.

Table 4.4.

Web System Cost Analysis, Baht.

Description
Onerating Costs
People-Ware Cost:
Web Administrator (1)
System Support (2)
Total Salary Cost
Others Cost:
Office Supplies Cost
Miscellaneous Cost
Total Implementation Cost
Total Operating Cost
Total Web System Cost

Table 4.5.

Estimated Years
2
3

1

4

5

120,000.00 120,000.00 120,000.00 120,000.00 120,000.00
180,000.00 180,000.00 180,000.00 180,000.00 180,000.00
300,000.00 300,000.00 300,000.00 300,000.00 300,000.00

12,000.00 12,000.00 12,000.00 12,000.00 12,000.00
13,000.00 13,000.00 13,000.00 13,000.00 13,000.00
25,000.00 25,000.00 25,000.00 25,000.00 25,000.00
325,000.00 325,000.00 325,000.00 325,000.00 325,000.00
380,000.00 380,000.00 380,000.00 380,000.00 380,000.00

5-Year Accumulated Web System Cost, Baht.

Estimated Years

Total Web System Cost

Accumulated Cost

1

380,000.00

380,000.00

2

325,000.00

705,000.00

3

325,000.00

1,030,000.00

4

325,000.00

1,355,000.00

5

325,000.00

1,680,000.00

Total

1,680,000.00

-

When we know about the estimated costs from investment of the project, we will
calculate the benefits in order to find the actual break-even point that will be shown at
Table 4.6 and 4.7, respectively.
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Table 4.6.

Tangible Benefits after Launching Web System, Baht.

Year 1 through 5

Description
a. Cost of reduction or avoidance

10,000.00

b. Error Reduction

10,000.00

c. Increased Flexibility

13,000.00

d. Increased Speed of Activity

20,000.00

e. Improvement in management planning or control

25,000.00

f. Others: Advertising Banners

20,000.00
98,000.00

Total

Table 4.7.

Web System Benefits Estimated, Baht.

Description
Economic Feasibility:
Net Economic Benefits
Discount rate ( 10%)
PV of Benefits
NPV of all Benefits

1

2

Year of Proiect
3

4

5

98,000.00
0.9091
8,909.18

98,000.00
0.9091
8,909.18

98,000.00
0.9091
8,909.18

98,000.00
0.9091
8,909.18

98,000.00
0.9091
8,909.18

8,909.18

17,818.36

26,727.54

35,636.72

44,545.90

Project Costs:
Fixed Costs
Operating Costs
Discount rate ( 10%)
PV of Costs

(10,000.00) (10,000.00)
(55,000.00)
(325,000.00) (325,000.00) (325,000.00) (325,000.00) (675,000.00)
0.9091
0.9091
0.9091
0.9091
0.9091
(345,458.00) (295,457.00) (295,457.00) (304,548.00) (304,548.00)

NPV of all Costs

(345,458.00) (640,915.00) (936,372.00) (1,240,920.00) (1,545,468.00)
1,500,922.00
0.25

Overall NPV
Overall ROI
Break-Even Analysis
Yearly NPV Cash Flow
Overall NPV Cash Flow

.00
.00
.00
.00
(336,548.82)
(336,548.82) (623,096.64) (909,644.46) ( 1,205,283.28) (1,500,922.l 0)

Use first year of positive cash flow to calculate break-even fraction - ((000-000)/000) =000
Actual break-even occurrer at 2.4 years I

I
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I

I

The result of Break-Even Analysis will help us to get payback period of 2.4 years
after launching web system in Internet and there are several benefits that occur as
follows:(1)

More improvement of the efficiency and effectiveness in web system.

(2)

Paperless and no waste in processing time.

(3)

More convenience and accuracy.

(4)

Easy to browse and track the result of working process.

( 5)

Anywhere, anytime connectivity to the Internet.

(6)

New way to sell products and services using website as advertising tool.

Note:
At the above table 4. 7 shown, our company will set discount rate of 10% to be the
rate at which each estimated amount of future net income from an investment property
is discounted to a present value figure, and this is applied for all the future cash flows
for as many periods as our company thinks it is reasonable to forecast. It is as the same
as the capitalization rate that it is the ratio between the income which is being received
from an investment property at the time of its sale, and the price paid for the investment
property.
Another way of looking at this that the capitalization rate is the rate of return on
the price paid based on the assumption that the income which is received at that time
will continue for ever at the same level. If our company thinks the income will increase
then we will reduce the capitalization rate; if we think the income will reduce then we
will increase the capitalization rate.

The same process is adopted to cover the

possibility of capital gain or capital loss experienced by the property.
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To be able to do this requires some experience and knowledge of the particular
market and it causes are large amount of disagreement and variation in the values
produced by this method of valuation.
(1)

The present value (PV) is the current value of future cash flow.
PV11

(2)

=

Y x [JI (1 +i)'j

The net present value (NPV) is sum amount of PV.
NPV =Sum (PV11)

(3)

Discount rate (i) is the rate return used to compute the present value of
future cash flows and n is the number of year from now.

(4)

The return of investment (ROI) is the ratio of the net cash receipts of the
project divided by the cash outlays of the project.
[Overall NPV I NPV of all Costs]

(5)

Break-Even Analysis (BEA) is the amount of time required for the cumulative
cash flow from a project to equal its initial and ongoing investment.

Break-Even Ratio

=

Yearly NPV Cash Flow - Overall NPV Cash Flow
Yearly NPV Cash Flow
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V.

5.1

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT OF THE WEBSITE

Overview of Search Engine Marketing

Search engine marketing is the art of using search engines as a vehicle for
getting more visitors to your website. If you get higher rankings in search results, more
searchers are likely to click on your listing, leading to a steady stream of interested
readers.
It is important to remember, however, that in order to bookmark a site, your

visitor has to know about it, and the first time they find it is very often through a search
engine. Search engine marketing must therefore be an essential part of your PR (page
rank) strategy. As the Internet has evolved, one aspect has remained constant: search
engines are an excellent tool to drive qualified buyers to your website.
Whether your Web site's goal is to sell, provide a service, or to increase brand
awareness, then success comes down to one thing-site promotion. To generate traffic
to your site you need to identify areas where your target market is concentrated on the
Internet, then use online promotional techniques to reach that audience.
How Search Engines Work?
Search engines are computer programs that explore the Net in search of
WebPages. They do this by using so-called "spiders," "crawlers," or "robots". Like any
human surfer, the robots are able to follow the links present on webpage. When finding
a new webpage, they copy all or parts of the text present on the page into their search
engine database. Other spiders revisit these pages on a regular interval in order to
register changes or dead links. The interval varies greatly from search engine to search
engme.
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The search engine will have hundreds of millions of WebPages in its database.
In order to deliver relevant results, the search engine companies have developed special

ranking algorithms that calculate the order of search query results. By a search query we
mean the keyword or keyword phrase the visitor enters into the search fo1m of the
search engine.
A special program analyzes the search query, and then searches the database for
pages that contain this keyword or keyword phrase. Next it analyzes every single one of
the relevant pages in order to determine how important that phrase is on that page. The
pages the search engine find most relevant w111 be listed first.
One important part of search engine marketing is to know where to put the relevant
keyword phrases in your W ebPages.

5.2

Search Engine Optimization
Meta Tags
Meta tags are little lines of code that are placed between the <HEAD> and the

</HEAD> tags in your site's HTML code. They are designed to give search engines
instructions on what your page is about and how they should treat it. These tags are not
displayed to humans visiting your site, but they can be used to influence the way your
site appears in the search results.
There are several meta tags that you can add to your pages, but in my opinion
the only useful ones are the keywords tag, the description tag and the robots tag.
Most others, like the author or distribution tags are not used by the search engines, and
I don't recommend using them - you don't want to clutter the top part of your page with
useless things, as it can have a negative impact on your ranking.
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Let's take a look at the most important meta tags:
Meta tags: The description tag
<META name="description" content="A search engine shows the content of
this tag is below the title of your site when it appears in the results.">
This tag is very important, since you can use it to encourage people to click on
your listing when you are found in a search engine. When your page comes up in the
search results, the contents of your META description tag are displayed right below the
title of your page. If no description tag is found, the search engine attempts to create a
description for you and often fails to describe your page properly.
It is worthwhile to pay some attention to fine-tuning the MET A description tags

you use on your pages. The main reason why you should do so is that the two things
that determine whether you will get people to click on your listing or not are this tag and
the title of your page. If you are going to work hard enough to grab a position in the first
page of results, you would not want visitors not clicking on your listing just because it
looks uninteresting, now would you?
Make your description meta tags short but informative - if you can trim them to
less than 13 words and you feel that they can still give enough information to make the
user visit your site, you have done well. If your description tag is over 13 words, try to
think how you could reduce the amount of words and still say what you want to say.
Whys hould your description meta tags be so short? Well, usually the search engine
only displays a small part of it in the results list, and if the tag contains too many words,
the "extra" words are cut off. So a description like:
"Mike's homepage! If you visit my site, you'll find a huge amount of
information about my favorite food, hot dogs!"
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Can look like:
"Mike's homepage! If you visit my site, you'll find a huge amount..."
If the user is looking for information about hot dogs, he probably won't visit

Mike's site even if it has a high ranking on the result list, because the user doesn't see
that it contains a huge amount of information about hot dogs. For this reason, try to
place the relevant stuff near the beginning of the description and the blabber to the end
(or just cut the latter right off). If Mike used
"Information on hot dogs, my favorite food. If you'll visit my site, called
'Mike's homepage', you will find a huge amount of interesting stuff related to them."
As his description, he would be better off than in the first example. He would still have
a description that is too long, but if the search engine decided to cut it, people would
still see it as relevant to hot dogs from the first four words and visit. It would be even
better if Mike could just lose the uninteresting stuff after the first sentence, since this
would raise the weight of the phrase 'hot dogs' in his tag, earning a (very small) boost
in his ranking from the search engine.
Notice that of the major search engines, Google (supplies secondary results to
Yahoo's search) doesn't support the description tag.
Meta tags: The keywords tag
OK, now you have learned what the MET A description is about and how you
can use it to your advantage. Let us move on to the next tag on our list, the keywords
tag. This is what it looks like:
<META name="keywords" content="hot dogs information recipes">
The keywords tag contains words and phrases the creator of the page considers
to be relevant to the document. These words can be separated by commas, spaces or
both - the method of separation makes little difference. This tag is not shown to the
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people arriving to your site, nor do the search engines display it in their results, but
many search engines do read the keywords tag and give a slight boost to the page's
ranking for the words that are mentioned in it.
Generally, you should only include words and phrases that are mentioned on
your page and you shouldn't use any word more than three times in your keywords tag.
The optimal size for this tag is around 10 words or less, as you do not want to dilute
your important keywords and phrases with obscure words. All of the words you put in
your keywords tag should be relevant to the document; don't add "mp3" to your
keywords if your article about endangered wolves just happens to mention that you
listened to a mp3 while creating the page.
Previously, in the stone age of search engines (1998 or so), the keywords tag
was a very important part of a successful search engine optimization effort. Nowadays,
its effect has been reduced by the appearance more sophisticated search engine
algorithms. I'd still use this tag on my pages, but I wouldn't fuss too much about it - a
good MET A keywords tag can give you a small boost in many engines, but its weight is
minimal compared to other page elements.
Meta tags: The robots tag
The third tag we will cover is the META robots tag. It, just like the keywords
tag, is never shown to the human visitors. The META robots tag is a simple instruction
to any search engine spiders on how to treat the page. It looks like this:
<META name="robots" content="parameters">
The word 'parameters' should be replaced with commands to the spider. The
available commands are INDEX and FOLLOW, and their negative counterparts,
NOINDEX and NOFOLLOW. The INDEX statement instructs the spider to add the
page to the search engine's index and the FOLLOW statement encourages the spider to
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follow any links it finds on the page. As you might have guessed, the NOINDEX tells
the spider not to add the page to the index and the NOFOLLOW instructs the spider not
to follow any links on the page.
Although most spiders automatically assume that any pages they come a cross
can be indexed and links from them can be followed, it might be a good idea to add a
robots tag with the index and follow statements just in case:
<MET A name="robots" content="index, follow">
However, like the META keywords tag, this is nothing to get all worked up
about - you'll usually do fine without a robots tag, it's just a safety measure. As you
have noticed from the above, the robots tag can also be used to prevent the indexing of a
page. However, when doing so, remember that not all spiders support the META robots
tag; you should also add a robots. txt file that forbids the spider to index the page to be
on the safe side.
Meta tags: The infamous refresh tag
The last tag we'll cover is the META refresh tag, used to automatically redirect
visitors from one page to another. It looks something like this:
<META

HTTP-EQUIV=Refresh

CONTENT="l;

URL=http://www.apromotionguide.corn/">
It's not one of the useful META tags, but its not among the useless ones either.
It's one of the few potentially dangerous tags there is. While it works quite nicely, many
search engines dislike it because it is (or was) commonly used with doorway pages. I
recommend that for the sake of your search engine success, leave this tag alone and
instead redirect visitors by giving them a link to click. JavaScript redirects (preferably
in external JS files) can also be used, although with some caution.
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5.3

Submitting Web Site to the Major Search Engines
The time has come to start the process of submitting to search engines.

Registering pages with all the major search engines is needed.
www.google.com
www.yahoo.com
www.askjeeves.com
www.alltheweb.com
www.aolsearch.com
www .hotbot.com
www.teoma.com
www .altavista.com
www .looksmart.com
www.lycos.com
www.msn.com
After submitting, we have to check back next month or so to see whether the
pages have been included or not.

5.4

Submitting Website to Search Directories
There are also so-called "search directories" produced by human beings that

visit and consider websites for inclusion. The most important ones are Yahoo! And The
Open Directory. In order to get listed in these, you have to use entirely different
techniques.
You should start your website promotion efforts by listing your site at the most
popular Internet directories. Because they can send you substantial amounts of traffic
and affect your ranking in various search engines, it is wise to make sure that your site
is present in all of the major directories before doing anything else.
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5.5

The Open Directory Project
Start with the Open Directory Project. While your site has to offer good, unique

content to be accepted to the ODP, its editors usually review sites quickly and won't
reject them without a good reason for doing so. This, along with the fact that submitting
to the 0 DP i s free o f charge, makes it a perfect starting point. Completing this step
successfully will also provide you with experience that will prove to be very valuable
later on.

5.6

Yahoo
After securing a listing at ODP, your next task is to get the folks at Yahoo to

notice that your site exists and is worth a place in their directory. This might cost you a
fair amount of money if you are running a commercial site, but is usually worth it. Noncommercial sites can get in for free, but might require several submissions and a lot of
patience before they are accepted.

5. 7

Looksmart
You are done with ODP and Yahoo, so it is time to move on. Looksmart is the

third of the big website directories and is also the final target of our submission
campaign. A good listing in it can send a lot of visitors your way, but obtaining one
sometimes requires you to open your wallet a bit.
5.7.1

Read "Looksmart, the pay per click directory". The article explains why
Looksmart is important and how to submit to the directory. It also has the details
on what the "secret" back door to Looksmart is and how to use it.

5.7.2

Try to submit for free, if possible. If not, evaluate whether a Looksmart listing
would be worth its price and submit if you see it as a wise move.

5.8

Send out holiday and event e-mail promotions
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When it comes time for an event or a special occasion, you really don't have
time to go out and acquire a bunch of new traffic in time for your special promotion.
The good news is that you don't need to. If you have a list of customers and/or
subscribers who registered to be a member, you already have an incredibly powerful
database of people who are just waiting to get service or purchase from you!
The reason they cannot wait to buy from you. It's the 80/20 Rule: 80 percent of
your sales will come from 20 percent of your customers. People who have already
bought from you are much more likely than anyone else to buy from you again, because
you've already earned their trust.
Whenever possible, you will want to send out two different promotions - one to
your existing customers and one to your subscribers. This allows you to approach each
group from a slightly different angle. Here is what we mean:
Your existing customers, who have already bought from you, will want to be
rewarded for their loyalty. What better way to thank them than by giving them a great
deal on one of your most popular products? They'll appreciate the fact that your offer is
being sent to them and them alone - because we all like to feel special!
If you sell a product that people need to buy only once, you can give your

customers the opportunity to purchase your product as a gift. Remind them how your
product has benefited them, and then explain why it would make a wonderful gift for
their friends or family.
Of course, if you sell a product that people don't commonly give as a gift (fax
toner, for example), you'll need to take a slightly different approach. Try something like
this: "We know money can be tight around the holidays, so we've decided to offer our
customers a generous discount on fax toner until the beginning of the New Year!"
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Your subscribers should be sent a slightly different offer. Tell them that this is a
special promotion being offered only to your newsletter subscribers. Again, you'll want
to make sure that you're offering a special on one of your proven best-sellers.
This little touch of personalization can go a really long way. It's been proven
over and over that people like to be offered deals that few others will see. By making
your customers and subscribers feel special, you can dramatically increase the number
of sales that your e-mail promotions generate.

5.9

Pay Per Click (PPC) Advertisments
Overture and Google Adwords
Google AdWords ads connect you with new customers at the precise moment

when they're looking for your products or services. The Google Network reaches
more than 80% of Internet users.
With Google AdWords you create your own ads, choose keywords to help us
match your ads to your audience and pay only when someone clicks on them.
Pay Per Click(PPC) search engines are one of the fastest ways to drive large
predictable amounts of extremely targeted visitors to your website. There is a huge
difference between getting normal top 5 rankings in the major search engines and
getting a top 5 ranking in the pay per click listings.
Achieving a high ranking in the major search engmes for your pnmary
keywords takes time and more work whereas with the pay per click search engines,
you just need to research, bid for your keywords and achieve a good ranking
depending how much you're willing to pay for your position.
http://www.google.com/ads
http://www.overture.com
http://www.findwhat.com
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http://www.kanoodle.com
http://www. 7search.com
http://www.goclick.com
http://www.enhanceinteractive.com
http://www.epilot.com
http://www. espotting. com
http://www.searchfeed.com
http://www. search 123 .com
http://www.xuppa.com
PPC search engines offer instant traffic, completely side stepping the lengthy
process of optimizing sites for the search engines. In addition, they allow you to
optimize your site for your human visitors and not just those machines that spider your
site. In a way it seems you can have it all - traffic and an on-topic site designed for your
customer.
Wait, you say ... too good to be true! Of course, we agree. After having spent
countless hours and recovering from every pitfall imaginable in the Pay Per Click game,
we have to say the promise is there, but someone must be willing to do the work. We
have done the work over and over. We've read the books, we hang out in Forums
dedicated to Pay Per Click topics, we are constantly performing research, but most of all,
we are doing it live on many campaigns - and making it work.
But if you are a businessman, a site owner, a graphic designer who just wants a
little bit of exposure and doesn't really care about the ins and outs of "exact match" vs
"broad match" and which partner sites carry one engine's ads or another ... youjust want
traffic ... don't worry! Whether you're a seasoned PPC Pro or a "newbie", we can still
work with you.
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We've used these campaigns for selling a wide variety of products and services
like: magazine subscriptions, mattresses, birdhouses, umbrellas, posters, computer
software, contact lenses, subscriptions to Napster, subscriptions to Dish Network, as
well as several other topics.
5.10

Sponsored Links from Google: Pay Per Click (PPC)
Google AdWords
Reach people when they are actively looking for information about your

products and services online, and send targeted visitors directly to what you are
offering. With AdWords cost-per-click pricing, it's easy to control costs-and you
only pay when people click on your ad.

Figure 5 .1.

Yahoo! Sponsored Results; Pay Per Click (PPC).
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Figure 5.2.

MSN Sponsored Sites: Pay Per Click (PPC).

sponsored
results

Figure 5.3.

Sponsored Links: Pay Per Click (PPC).

Figure 5.4.

Sponsored results; Pay per Click (PPC).
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5.11

Banner Ads

Banner ads are probably quite familiar to you if you have been on the Internet
for a while. At first, they might have been able to capture your attention with their
blinking animations and bright colors. But as time has passed, you've grown to
completely ignore them, giving new banner ads a quick glance at best. Only on rare
occasions do you click on them, and the same holds true with those of your friends who
use the Internet. Given these facts, it shouldn't surprise you that the average CTR (click
through ratio) for banner ads is nowadays around 0.2%, meaning that on average a
banner has to be shown 500 times before it gets clicked even once.
Banner ads used to be a very popular form of advertising in the past. Five years
ago, in 1997, the average CTR for banner ads was as high as 2%. With today's CTR
being a tenth of that and continuing to drop, there are two questions in everyone's mind.
Should I forget about banner ads completely and if not, how can I get a better
clickthrough ratio than what the current industry average is?
Due to the current dismal state of banner advertising, I would recommend that
you examine using different sponsored search engine listings instead of banner ads.
Overture (GoTo) and Google AdWords are among the best solutions and will probably
give you more bang for your buck. However, if you can create significant profit from
each visitor who arrives to your site, experimenting with banner ads can produce
reasonable results, just as long as you remember to start out small. Test the
effectiveness of your banners in small campaigns before you spend a great deal of
money on banner advertising. That way you can determine with fair accuracy whether
larger investments in banners will pay off or not without risking to lose a great deal of
money.
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Again, remember that banners are a promotion method suitable only for online
stores and similar sites that have a high profit/visitor ratio. If your site earns its revenue
from affiliate programs or by selling advertising space, I would advice you to look into
other things to drive traffic to your site instead of using banners.
If you believe that your site is of the type that can benefit from banner

adve1iising and are willing to take a shot at it, don't just jump in head first. Before
making any moves, read my little survival guide below in order to make your banner
ad~

more effective.

5.12

Web Development and Design
Web Concept;

5.12.l Objectives of this site

(1)

To provide full information of the sailing instruction and demonstration
to help sailors use our service correctly.

(2)

To use this web to create marketing relationship with our customers.

(3)

To enhance our brand image.

5.12.2 Short Term Plan
(1)

To introduce customers to visit our site.

(2)

To use the site as an alternative distribution channel.

(3)

To provide information for our sailors or visitors.

5.12.3 Long Term Plan
(1)

Always remain in customers mind as their first choice in sailing activities.

(2)

Customers can have direct interaction with sailing Center via web site.

5.12.4 Target Audience
This web site targets to mostly young and adult aging between 18 and 50 years.
Those who are interested in sailing and having new challenges of sea sport.
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The Great British seafaring spirit is alive and kicking. A recent survey found that
nearly 5 million adults (10.5%) of the population are actively involved in water sports and
another 3.6 million follow water sports. An audience of nearly 20% of the UK population.
Worldwide our TV coverage reaches over 125 Million viewers.
5.12.5 Sailing as a Marketing Tool
Leading brand names are beginning to exploit the potential of this media tool.
Using the company web-site as a gateway to the sailing programs, the internet will
provide a new and exciting way of promoting the Corporate Partners of Ronin Sailing.
For instance; The British sea-faring tradition is alive and well. A recent survey
in the U.K. Shows an active audience of 8.6 million persons, comprised primarily of
16-45 yr. Old ABCl males and females. In the U.K. Sailing is reported in the National
Press and specialised media with a circulation of over 15 million. Terrestrial and
Satellite TV coverage of sailing in the U.K. Draws an audience of over 20 million.
Exploitation via the internet is a relatively new aspect of promoting products and brand
names in sailing.
5.13

Why Sailing?

In an era which has seen scandal at the uppermost echelons of sport, sailing
remains a pure and environmentally clean sport. Free from performance enhancing
drugs, sailing has resisted negative association which plague many "traditional" sports
properties. The wind, the sea and the quality of the character which form the basis of
Britain's seafaring heritage are images which are understood by sailor and non-sailor
alike.
Educational/Interactive Programs supported by a Corporate Partner and focused
around the sailing program are just one example of how a VlSlonary company can
express their own values to a broad and receptive audience.
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Internally, Corporate Partners may choose to utilise the sailing program for
team-building, motivational exercises and incentive/reward schemes. Leaming skills
and techniques during a corporate weekend aboard will provide staff and management
with a new respect for themselves and their co-workers which will readily transfer to the
office or shop floor.

5.14

Create the Scenario
These steps are about the scenario for the audience to experience my site.

5.14.1 First of all the audience has to type in www.sailing.org.th to enter into my site.
5.14.2 At main page, they can find all menu buttons to help them browse all things they
want to read.
5 .12 .3 The more pages they go further, the more interesting they will find.
5.12.4 There is no registration needed in order to use the services but they have to
contact via email.

5.15

Home Page
When our prospective customers visited our site, they would find what they are

looking for or they may not know what this web is all about; so the following contents
will inform them.
5.15.l Logo.
5.15.2 Main Menus.

5.16

Use of Visual Metaphor
We use some of our visual metaphors in our site to make the site look more

attractive. We have used consistent font sizes, color and navigation bar for visitors to
easily understand.
As the Web matures, service providers are investing larger sums in the pursuit of
the ever elusive "user friendly interface" as well as the lucrative revenues which other
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media have obtained from advertising. This means there will be an increasing emphasis
upon Web design as a presentational display. Here the information is seen primarily as a
graphic issue; what might be described as the "Face of the Interface". Web Service
operators saw themselves as "packagers". The visual Metaphor describes the website as
a filmic/graphic "Information Presentation" vehicle.
5.17

Site Contents
We design to combine those contents on the pages based on the objectives and

goals of the company. We could summarize this into the following;
5.17.1 Home Page
When our prospective customers visit our web they would find what they are
looking for or they may not know what this web all about; so the following contents
will inform them.
(a)

Logo ofwww.sailing.org.th will be placed at the top of the page to draw
the audience attention and increase the audience's exposure to the logo
which can increase the customer's awareness towards the site as we aim
to achieve our site objective.

(b)

Footer will consist of the copyright of the company contact address of
the company and webmaster contact e-mail. Main menu will be at the
left part of the page for the audience to navigate the site more
conveniently. The audience can move the mouse over each menu and
view its related sub menu which will be linked to its page accordingly.

(c)

Reason of using our website in the short description with an attractive
design to induce the audience to purchase the products from us.

5.17.2 Activity:
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Although the mane suggests otherwise, NWSC is in fact Dinghy and Catamaran
Sailing Center. The main competition classes are the "Open Catamaran" Class (mostly
Hobies, Nacras), Lasers and for Junior Sailors, Optimists. Several other classes are also
represented. The NWSC has several active windsurfers too.
(a)

Racing events are organised most weekends and there are annual events
where sailors from other parts of Asia, or from further afield, come to
compete.

(b)

Sailing conditions off NWSC are usually ideal. And of course the
weather and water are always warm - to the delight of visitors from
colder climates. No wetsuits necessary.

(c)

Boat handling; NWSC members are fortunate also to have a team of
experienced "boatboys" who move boats from the boatsheds to the lawn
and will assist members with rigging, launching, derigging, washing
down, etc. Another luxury that never fails to impress visitors.

(d)

Instruction; NWSC offers sailing courses sailing courses and clinics for
children and adults at all levels of skill, from beginners to experienced
sailors,

5.17.3 Facility:
(a)

Safety boats, The NWSC has a fleet of four safety boats. A safety boats
is always on the water during races and on standby at other time.

(b)

Boat handling, A team of "boatboys" is available to assist with boat
handling.

(c)

Boat storage, Undercover boat storage is available.

(d)

Boat repair & maintenance, A boat repair workshop with skilled staff is
available at the NWSC.
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(e)

NWSC Boats for rent (Members and members' guests only).

(f)

Sailing Instruction, Sailing instruction for novice adults or children is
available, by appointment on most weekends at the NWSC. The cost for
a 10 day (5 weekends) course varies from Baht 5,000 for individual
tuition to Baht 2,000 per person for a group of four people or you can
"try it out" at Baht 500 per person, per day.

(g)

Eating & Drinking, NWSC The focus of life is the the terrace which
serves as both restaurant and lounge area. The terrace overlooks the lawn,
the private beach and faces the sea looking out to Sattahip bay.

(h)

Join NWSC; A page for registration to become a member.

(i)

Link; Provides partner sites short information that can ease site visitors
to look for sailing information.

(j)

Contract us;

National Water Sports Center
Sattahip, Chonburi 20180 Thailand
Tel: (+66) 1 313 1169
Fax: (+66) 3 843 8594
E-mail; chairatpee@yahoo.com

5.18

Properties
We have been using our site properties wisely so that they will make visitors

understand more and get less confused. Moreover, the properties will make them more
excited to click further and familiar.
5.18.l Logo ofwww.sailing.org.th
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5.18.2 Background: Using white background will look clean and dark-blue frame
around the site will bring visitors' attention into the contents.
5.18.3 Font: Using Arial Font is standardized for all computers and familiar looking for
all users.
5.18.4 Hyper link: Using hyper link with CSS format to differentiate between the
normal text and linked text.

Group 1
Logo

Group 2: Navigation Bar (menu)

Group 3: Body Contents

Group 4: Footer

Figure 5.5.

Group of Website.
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Home

Activities

Sailing/Racing

Junior Sailing

Event at NWSC

Notice of Race

JoinNWSC

Membership

NWSC Index
History

Getting There

Crew Wants

Contacts

Booking Boat

Links

Booking Room

Bulletin Board

Crews Available

Membership Area

Articles for Sale

Figure 5.6.

Site Structure and Funtion.
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VI.

6.1

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION

Conclusion
The project National Water Sports Center, introduced and online information

website for visitors or sailors. The completion of National Water Sports Center website
has enhanced the existing manual sailing information which helps the clients increase
performance and sailing activity. The key success of the sailing online contribute to its
customer's satisfaction and most importantly to their reliability on the National Water
Sports Center, website service.
The National Water Sports Center, website focuses on the area of customer
service as online information for who interest in water sports especially sailing to be
participate or join the membership of The National Water Sports Center. The website,
sailing.org.th is designed to represent to National Sailing Center activity and servics to
customers or visitors. The key succes fo the website is desinged functions and easy to
navigate.
The Website has been designed with Dreamweaver MX HTML, Dreamweaver
MX Flash and Adobe Photoshop. I have added flash for buttons at top navigation bar to
make visitors excited a bit.
Finally, the website could not be successful without the above mentioned. If the
proper approach has been taken and implemented, the National Water Sports Center
website shall see a positive view of online e-service to achieve in service as another
altermative channel effectively and efficiently for the National Water Sports Center
future.
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6.2

Recommendation
Actually the National Water Sports Center, just created this portotype website

to make an experiment before to used it. We organized our website very simply and our
service are not much so customers or visitors may not get confused in this website.
This Project is our first experiment about e-commerce, but to do an e-commerce
in Thailand is not an easy task to be successful because we perceive that the nature of
Thai is not like every nation, at least we do hope to publish tiis website to the world. We
perceive this choicde as our consideration. The other foreign countries are very
interested in the business dot com which will make the current trend accepted. The
sailing sports are coming popular in Thailand. We are look forward to this opportunity
as our major sailing service and growth in the revenue.
However, all minor our objectives might not be fulfilled because ve have to
change according to the demand of the customers so we are still trying to develop,
create and maintain our website along with our yacthing center in Thailand.
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APPENDIX A
WEB INTERFACE DESIGN
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Facilities.
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Junior Sailing.
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Figure A.5.

Event at NWSC.
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Membership.
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Tribute to a Great King
His Majesty pa111cularly accomplished In a slngl&-handed dinghy, and In
1966 made the first solo crossing of the Gulffo Thailand. sailing from Hua
Hin to Sattahlp In an OK dinghy, name's Vega. which he himself bullt. The
tortuous crossing took some 16 hours, and even nowadays would be
considered a real te$t of mettle and soiling skills.
To commemorat& that historic crossing .
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Figure A.9.

History.

S11ttahi11
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Figure A.10.

Getting There.
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Contacts.
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Links.
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Figure A.14.

Crew Wanted.
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Figure A.15.
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Booking Room.
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Figure A.17.

Crew Available.
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Figure A.18.

Boats & Articles for Sale.
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Useful Information for members
Fe.es and Subscriptions
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(H\·90\n9 fees (m.r.K fees, locket fe-as, boll fries sm11ong·t(lnn accommndalion o;!ntal) by ;jiref:t

debit to ~he\~bank account by bank
'S!aoding &Mer'tJ Order)
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Figure A.19.

Membership Area.
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APPENDIX B
DATABASE DESIGN

Long Integer
Text (50)
Text (50)

name
experience
age
weight
class
htel
otel
email
comment
contacts

Text(2)
Text(5)
Text(50)
Text (20)

Text (20)
Text (50)
Text(50)

Text(50)

Figure B.l.

name
membemo

tel
email
boattype
dates
choose
comments

Text
Text
Text
:Text

Text
Text
Text
Text

Crew Available Data.

Long Integer
Text (50)
Text (10)
Text (20)
Text(SO)
Text (50)
.Text (10)
Text (1)
Text (50)

Figure B.2.

Boat Booking Data.
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name
experience
age
weight

email

class:

hi::el
ol::el
email

Figure B.3.

Relationship of Database NWSC.
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APPENDIX C
REPORT DESIGN
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Figure C.1.

comm en!

aoisakJ@yant !es!

Report of Crew Available Data.
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Figure C.2.

su@yahoo.com 11234

12/11/2004

R

L
L
L

Report of Boat Booking.
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